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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to give a survey of Arabic letters in pre modern times. While the number

of letters in other classical Semitic languages such as Hebrew or older varieties of Aramaic Bibli
cal Aramaic, Imperial Aramaic, Syriac), not to mention pre modern Ethiopic languages Ge ez

and Old Amharic), is limited, it is not so with Arabic letters. On the contrary, the problem con

nected with Arabic letters in pre modern times is their great number and variety on the one hand

and regional and chronological disparity on the other. Therefore, after a definition of “letter”, this
paper will begin with a survey of the corpus of Arabic letters. After that, matters of language,

phraseology and style as well as script will be discussed, and finally the value of Arabic letters as a

source for cultural, social and political history will be touched upon.

1 Definition of “letter”

Before discussing letters in any civilization, a definition seems necessary. In my
view, a letter is a text written by a person or on behalf of a person in both cases

the sender) on a piece of papyrus, paper, wood, bone or any other suitable mate

rial that is transmitted to another person the addressee). The writer of a given
letter and the sender thereof may either be the same or different persons. Details

will be given below as the actual situation depends on certain parameters that
have to be discussed first.

Seen in this light, an Arabic petition is not a letter stricto sensu as it usually
was handed over by the sender himself to an official person, who could be a

judge, an emir or a ruler. Also, there was not an answer proper to a petition ei
ther, as the official usually ordered a third person to take certain measures or to
look into the affair. Similarly, it seems inappropriate to regard requests for fat
was legal opinions) handed over to jurisprudents as letters. Correspondingly,
neither decrees nor fatwas should be regarded as letters, or at least not as letters
in the strict sense of the word.
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Consequently, I shall not take account of these categories which admittedly
have much in common with “real” letters without being letters in the definition
given above.

2 Corpus

Pre modern Arabic letters can be divided into two groups according to their
manner of transmission. On the one hand, there are original letters still extant,

and on the other there are non original letters handed down in copial or literary
transmission. Though this difference seems to be of a rather secondary nature it
is actually, as will be shown, of paramount importance.

2.1 Original letters

No original Arabic letters dating from pre Islamic times are known. Alleged
original letters on parchment sent by the Prophet Mu ammad are clumsy forger
ies, as anybody familiar with the palaeography of early Arabic original docu
ments can easily discern. The question of whether certain conclusions as to the

reconstruction of pre Islamic formularies can be drawn from the letters ascribed

to the Prophet Mu ammad in historical sources will be discussed below.
For the background of the following summarising remarks, the reader is re

ferred to the selected Bibliography ad 2. There, he will find important editions of
original Arabic letters on papyrus and paper in an arrangement according to re
gions. These regions are Egypt, Syria, Iraq and the eastern regions, North Africa
and al Andalus.

This sequence of regions echoes the fact that most original letters come

from Egypt while relatively few original letters are preserved from Syria and

none from Iraq. So Umayyad Syria and Abbasid Iraq, which had been the centres

of the Islamic world till the Mongolian conquest are clearly underrepresented

while the western periphery is overrepresented.

For the items indicated in the Bibliography, information as to the contents

of the letters and the existence or missing of photographs, which are indispensable

for the evaluation of the edited texts, is given.

AS/EA LXII•3•2008, S. 843–883
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2.1.1 Egypt

Most original letters from Egypt date from the seventh to twelfth centuries CE,
especially the ninth century. With the exception of senders and sometimes ad

dressees of official letters, the senders and the addressees are otherwise unknown
persons belonging to the middle class.

Good examples are the three letters on figs. 6.1–6.3. The first is an official
letter sent on behalf of the Egyptian governor Qurra b. Šar k to Basileios, pa

garch of the province Aphrodito Išqawh) dated 91/[710]), the second concerns
a financial transaction 9th century), and the third is a letter of recommendation
in favour of a stranger 12th century).

The number of edited original Arabic letters from pre modern Egypt is suf

ficient for any analysis of language, phraseology and style, and they contain pre

cious information on the social and economic history of Egypt. Actually most
original letters come from Egypt, and this has even lead to Arabic papyrology
being wrongly associated with the editing of documents of Egyptian prove
nience, which is by no means justified, as we do have documents from regions
other than Egypt.

While most official letters are concerned with matters of tax in the broadest

sense, private letters fall into commercial letters and private letters proper, with
out a clear difference between the two fields in many letters as the senders and

the addressees often belonged to the same families or were otherwise closely
connected.

In the case of private letters in the broadest sense, including commercial
letters), the senders of letters usually wrote their letters themselves, with the
exception of female senders where one often has the impression that their letters
may have been written on behalf of them by other persons, either relatives or
professional letter writers.

Typical addressees of letters sent by males are other males without any re

striction as to status or relationship), while female addressees are rare mostly the
mothers of the senders). Letters sent to the senders’ wives are almost non

existing, and senders mention their wives, if at all, rather en passant in letters
sent to their relatives. Correspondingly, the mention of female members of the
male addressee’s household wife or wives, female relatives) is usually avoided
or paraphrased, using formulations such as “those who are with you” man qi
balaka).
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Typical addressees of letters sent by females are other females with a re
striction to relatives or friends) while male addressees are extremely rare and in
most cases sons of the female senders.

But not only the range of possible addressees of female senders is more re
stricted than is the case with the addressees of male senders but also the contents

of their letters. While letters of male senders may concern any subject, from
business to private affairs, letters of female senders are usually confined to fam

ily affairs. Furthermore, the style of letters sent by female senders is often emo

tional, with many of them apparently serving no other purpose than that of
strengthening the bonds of kin and friendship between the female sender and the

female addressee. Often greetings are given to numerous persons, and husbands

and sons of the female addressees may be mentioned, especially in prayers to the

effect that God may preserve them to the addressee.

Worth mentioning is also that, as far as can be jugded by the mention of
toponyms in the addresses and the texts themselves, the letters found in Egypt
were mainly sent by Egyptians within Egypt, with few exceptions concerning
letters sent by Egyptians travelling abroad to addressees in Egypt.

2.1.2 The Cairo Genizah

In the context of original letters from Egypt, the corpus of the Cairo Genizah,

originally preserved in the Ibn Ezra synagogue of Old Cairo and now dispersed

over Western libraries, should not remain unmentioned. This corpus comprises a

huge number of letters written in Arabic language but mostly Hebrew script by
Jews mainly in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. In contrast to the letters writ
ten by their Muslim contemporaries, many of the senders and addressees of these

letters are well known persons.

Many of the Genizah letters were written by persons dwelling in or hailing
from North Africa especially from what is today Tunisia) and al Andalus and

thus potentially reflect North African and Andalusi language and style rather

than Egyptian usage. Other letters preserved in the Genizah were sent from Syria
and Iraq and from as far as Aden or even India, as well as from European towns
such as Saloniki.

Therefore, it would be rash to assume that the language and style of all let
ters preserved in the Cairo Genizah reflect Egyptian usage; rather, in every single
case the regional background of the sender must be considered. Seen thus, Geni
zah letters to some extent may close gaps in the epistolary evidence of other re
gions such as North Africa and al Andalus as well as Syria and Iraq but investi

AS/EA LXII•3•2008, S. 843–883
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gations aiming at ascertaining regional differences in the Genizah material are

still lacking. In terms of a purely linguistic approach, I recently came to the re
sult that a special usage of the relative pronoun alla as a conjunction meaning

“that” in Genizah letters has parallels in modern Tunisian dialects rather than in
today’s Cairene Arabic DIEM, 2007).

Of special importance is also the fact that the Hebrew script of the Arabic
Genizah letters in which the Arabic language is used is considerably less
ambiguous than the Arabic script. A good example of how helpful the Hebrew
script of the Genizah documents can be in this respect is the following one.

While in the case of which is part of prayers in favour of the
addressee, one might wonder and the present writer did so, when he first came

accross this grapheme) how the unpointed first grapheme has to be interpreted,
Genizah texts have the unambigous Hebrew w kbt dwk, so that the
ambiguous has to be read as “and may He humiliate
your enemy”. There are many other examples where the Hebrew script can be
helpful. Consider, for example, the following expression in the inscriptio of
letters: " " The Genizah equivalent in Hebrew script is # &$ # #$%#

which means that we have to read " ^ " \ @ “o my lord and support.”

The higher degree of ambiguity of the Arabic script as compared to the He
brew script is due to the fact that in the Arabic script many letters secondarily
merged that originally had been different in the Nabatean Aramaic script, from
which the Arabic script developed, while they remained different in the Hebrew
script.

Another advantage of the Genizah letters, as compared with Arabic letters,
is that many of them are dated, which is almost never the case with Arabic pri
vate letters.

Two important editions of Genizah letters by Moshe Gil GIL, 1983; GIL,
1997) are mentioned at the end of Bibliography ad 2.1.2. For a translation of
commerical letters, see GOITEIN, 1973.

2.1.3 Syria in the sense of al Mam lik aš Š m ya “the Syrians ‘Kingdoms’”

AS/EA LXII•3•2008, S. 843–883

of Maml k times

In comparison with the Egyptian original letters, the Syrian ones are very limited
in number. Chronologically there are two distinct groups. There are letters edited
by Grohmann in his Arabic Papyri from irbet el Mird GROHMANN, 1963) that
come from the seventh and eighth centuries, and there are letters published by
the Sourdels SOURDEL, 1973; SOURDEL/SOURDEL THOMINE, 1981) and al
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Asal AL ASAL 1983) most of which date from Maml k times thirteenth to
sixteenth centuries). As for the ninth to twelfth centuries, no original letters have

been edited so far from that period.
This gap can possibly be closed by Genizah letters written by Jews from

Syria to Egypt for details see Bibliography ad 2.1.2) but special investigations
are still missing. As many of the senders of those letters hailed from other re
gions, especially Egypt and the Islamic West, the background of the senders of
these letters would have to be taken account of before drawing conclusions.

While, apart from officials, the senders and addressees of the early letters

edited by Grohmann are otherwise unknown persons, those of the Maml k letters

are mostly well known scholars and emirs.

2.1.4 Iraq and the eastern regions

To my knowledge, no original letters from Iraq have been published so far. As
for Central Asia, an official letter from the eighth century was edited by Ignats

Kratchkovskij half a century ago KRATCHKOVSKIJ, 1955).
Supplementary evidence is potentially provided by Genizah letters written

by Jews from Iraq and Iran to Egypt, again with the reservation as in the case of
Syria, that the background of the senders would have to be ascertained before
drawing conclusions as to the existence of regional peculiarities of epistolary
style reflected in those letters.

2.1.5 North Africa and al Andalus

With very few exceptions, the original letters from that region published so far
were sent on behalf of North African rulers and Na"rid rulers of Granada to the

kings of Aragon and the Republic of Pisa, dating from the fourteenth century and

later. Private original letters from al Andalus are rare and all of them date from
the late or last stage of Arab presence in Spain.

For Genizah letters written in Arabic by Jews dwelling in or hailing from
North Africa and al Andalus, see § 2.1.2.

AS/EA LXII•3•2008, S. 843–883
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2.1.6 Summary

Summing up, it may be stated that it is the western periphery of the Islamic lands
where original letters have been preserved Egypt, North Africa and al Andalus)
rather than Syria and Iraq, that were the centres of the Umayyad and the Abbasid
dynasties and played a decisive role in the formation of Islamic civilization, not
to mention the eastern regions.

2.2 Letters preserved in copial or literary transmission

2.2.1 The art of letter writing

There are almost countless Arabic letters from the pre modern period of Islam,
especially from the eleventh to fifteenth centuries, that are preserved in copial or
literary transmission. These letters were usually composed by well known “styl
ists” by which term I mean persons who mastered the art of writing letters in an
elevated literary style), who were often also successful poets. The letters com
posed by these more or less professional stylists fall into the category of private
letters of their own and, more often, letters on behalf of rulers or emirs whom
they served as viziers or secretaries, or other members of the upper class.1 In
fact, many or most of them made a livelihood from writing elaborate letters for
the upper class or composing encomiastic poetry, or both.

These letters were preserved either because of their outstanding literary
qualities or because of their documentary value. Often the letters of stylists were
compiled into “collected letters” in their lifetime or soon after their death, others

were cited in full or in excerpts in style manuals or anthologies and again others

in historiographic works.
In the classical period of Islam, the art of letter writing inš was consid

ered one of the essential qualities of an educated man ad b). Accordingly, let
ters written in a literary style were a central literary genre, second in importance
to poetry only. Beginning with the eleventh century, letters of this high stylistic
level became more and more mannered. The prose stylists, who, as mentioned
above, were often also poets, increasingly used the rhetorical devices typical of
poetry, such as rhyme, parallelism and assonance; comparison, metaphor and

allegory; ta n s phonetical identity or similarity of two words but marked dif
ference in meaning) and tawriya one word or a sequence of words to be under
stood in two different meanings at the same time), as well as other stylistic de

vices. This means that for successfully dealing with letters of this kind a good

1 For another sub category of letters preserved in literary transmission, see below § 2.2.4.
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knowledge of the literary language, especially poetry, is indispensable and defi
nitely more helpful than palaeographic expertise, which, in its turn, is indispen
sable for the reading of original letters.

The letters composed by stylists vary, falling into many more categories

than original letters, e.g., those from Egypt. Letters were written on an abun
dance of occasions, among them, e.g., letters of congratulation on marriage,
birth of a boy or a girl, appointment to an office, return from a journey or cam
paign, moving into a new house, etc.), letters of condolence on the death of rela
tives, wives, concubines, friends, etc.), letters of friendship, and so on, each

category falling into numerous sub categories. On the other hand, what we do
not find in this corpus are business and commercial letters. If financial affairs are

mentioned at all, it is in a very subtle style alluding to such things rather than

explicitly mentioning them.
With rare exceptions, literary letters were written and sent by males to

males. Only rarely do we find letters sent by males to females, mostly letters of
congratulation or condolence sent, e.g., to high ranking female members of the
court, addressing them with honouring titles as “the high veil” as sitr ar raf
and formulated in a submissive style.

2.2.2 Regional and chronological distribution

The regional and chronological distribution of stylists can be conceived of as

follows:2

Region Period

Umayyad Syria 8th c

Iraq 8th–10th cs

Iran and Central Asia 10th and 12th cs

F #imid, Ayy bid and Maml k Syria and Egypt 11th–15th cs

al Andalus and North Africa 11th–14th cs

Yemen 13th c marginal)
Anatolia 15th c marginal)

This regional distribution reflects the way the art of letter writing as as literary
genre spread from Umayyad Syria over Abbasid Iraq to the east and the west
thereof, that is Iran and Central Asia on the one hand, and Egypt, North Africa
and al Andalus on the other, furthermore from Egypt to Yemen. In terms of

2 For details, see DIEM, 2005: 773f.

AS/EA LXII•3•2008, S. 843–883
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number, most letters come from Ayy bid and Maml k Syria and Egypt, closely
followed by those from al Andalus and North Africa.

For a list of about a hundred stylists with some basic biographical and bib
liographical data, the reader is referred to DIEM, 2005, 762–773.

AS/EA LXII•3•2008, S. 843–883

2.2.3 Shortcomings

Compared to letters preserved as original texts, letters handed down in copial or
literary transmission have two potential shortcomings:

a) In letters cited in collections, anthologies and other genres of belles let
tres because of their literary value, names of persons and places as well as dates

are often anonymised since it was style, not the contents that the compilers and

readers of those works were interested in. Consequently, such letters are of a

limited documentary value from a historian’s point of view.
b) In letters cited in historiographic or related contexts because of their

documentary value, there is a clear tendency to omit passages considered “super

fluous”, such as the address, the inscriptio, prayers in favour of the addressee or
third persons and the final formulae. Consequently, the documentary value of
such letters is retained whereas their stilistic value can be reduced.

Thus the editor of a given letter preserved in copial or literary transmission
can never be absolutely sure that it is the full original text that is at his disposal.

Additionally, more often than not the texts of such letters exhibit textual differ
ences according to different sources, a phenomenon typical of any literary text
transmitted in manuscripts.

Another problem connected with letters in copial or literary transmission
are distortions of the text, which are due to the fact that both medieval copyists
and modern editors were not always sufficiently familiar with the style of this
kind of letters. Thus, a great part of the editions is not reliable.

One example of many is the following passage from Fat ya an Nabar w ’s
edition of a collection of letters by al Q $ al F $il on the basis of the unique
Cambridge manuscript AL Q&- AL F&-IL, 1980:74f. / ms. fol. 12r).

In an Nabar w ’s edition, the passage reads:

_`{| }~ €^ @ ‚ „_` † ‡ €^\ˆ‰@ Š‹ Œ‘ €’Š“ ”• _– —˜ ‡ €^\ˆ‰@ ‚ €˜ ™ Œ‘
_` š“ ›– ‹ ˜‘ €ˆ €^ @ Š‹ ž\‹ Ÿ ”•

Though the general meaning is clear, the text after _` † is hardly correct. In fact,
the manuscript has the following text:
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_`{| }~ €^ @ ‚ „_` † ‡ €^\ˆ‰@ Š‹ Œ‘ €’Š“ ”• _– —˜ ‡ €^\ˆ‰@ ‚ €˜ ™ Œ‘

AS/EA LXII•3•2008, S. 843–883

_` š“ › ‹ ˜‘ €ˆ €^ @ Š‹ ž\^ Ÿ ”•

Although the ductus of the manuscript is absolutely simple and clear, the editor
committed no less than four ugly mistakes.

The translation of this nice passage with its parallelismus membrorum is
then:

May God Almighty not bereave me of meeting him sc. the addressee), and if He bereaves

me of meeting him), may He at least) not bereave me of his letter. / And may He not de

prive me of the happiness of his nearness, and if He deprives me of it, may He not deprive
me, in spite of his remoteness, of his message!

Kit b and i b are often used as a rhyming pair of synonyms meaning “letter”.

2.2.4 Another category of letters preserved in literary transmission:
scholarly letters ras @il)

At the Zurich Symposium on Letters in the Near East, where I read a short ver
sion of this paper, Professor Ulrich Rudolph drew my attention to what he thinks
might be a third category of letters, namely erudite writings on philosophy and

other scholarly topics sent in the form of letters which, apart from introductory
formulae, are usually written in a normal prose language lacking the peculiarities
typical of inš All of these letters were handed down in literary transmission
as were the literary ones.

In my opinion, most texts of this kind have to be considered “pseudo let
ters”, that is, scholarly texts in the form of letters which, however, in contrast to
real letters, were never intended to be sent to an individual addressee arab.

ris la pl. ras il, “Sendschreiben”). Nevertheless the possibility must not be

excluded that the literary genre of the ris la had developed from actual letters in
which scholars presented their ideas to colleagues. In this case we would indeed
have another category of letters that might be called “scholarly letters”. Exam
ples of this kind of letters are the Ras il of Ab \ayy n at Taw d died after
400/1009), who was an encyclopaedist.

There may even have existed a zone of transition between literary and

scholarly letters. Typical examples thereof are the letters sent by the poet and

stylist Ab l Al @ al Ma arr died 449/1058) to the F #imid chief missionary
d d du h) Hibat All h aš Š r z in which he defended his aversion to eating

meat and his compassionate attitude towards animals, which the chief missionary
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maintained to be in contradiction to the Qur@ n and the rules of Islam. In terms
of contents and method, al Ma arr ’s letters are scholarly writings, in terms of
style specimina of a highly mannered kind of inš including quotation of po
etry.

3 Epistolary language, phraseology and style

AS/EA LXII•3•2008, S. 843–883

3.1 Introduction

A first survey of the conventions and formulae of Egyptian original letters of the
seventh to ninth centuries was carried out by Karl Jahn JAHN, 1937). After him,
most editors of original Arabic letters have paid little or no attention to language,
phraseology and style, and consequently most editions have no glossaries at all
or glossaries of a limited scope. The only comprehensive glossaries are still those

in the six volumes DIEM, 1991–1997 see Bibliography ad 2.1.1). Furthermore, a

dictionary compiled by Diem and Radenberg DIEM/RADENBERG, 1995) from
Goitein’s Mediterranean Society can sometimes be useful, as the bulk of
Goitein’s quotations come from Genizah letters written in Arabic. A description
and analysis of the so called epistolary perfect katabtu ilayka “I am writing to
you”) is DIEM, 2004a.3 Some information on addresses in the Genizah letters is
given in WORMAN, 1907 and GOLDZIHER, 1908.

The style and phraseology of letters composed by stylists have so far not
found much interest either, as most Western Arabists were interested in the con
tents of the letters only and Arab editors did not pay attention to matters of style
either. A translation and analysis of the stylistic aspects and structures of numer
ous passages from letters written by stylists, with special regard to regional pecu

liarities, is found in DIEM, 2005.

For a list of metonymies used in literary letters, see DIEM, 2005:850, and

for lists of the secunda comparationis of comparisons and metaphors, see DIEM,
2005: 851–855 and DIEM, 2002: 251–261.

3 I seize here the opportunity to add some information about the epistolary perfect in Ethiopic.
When writing the article on the epistolary perfect, I had no information about the existence

or non existence of the epistolary perfect in Geez. A letter edited and translated by Manfred
Kropp KROPP, 2003: 125–146) does contain an epistolary perfect p. 130, first line of the

text), translated by Kropp as “Dieser Brief ist geschrieben und geschickt von einem Armen
und Elenden etc.” p. 132).
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3.2 Common features

In general, it may be stated that pre modern Arabic letters, wherever, whenever
and by whomsoever they were written, share specific common features, while
there are also marked differences according to regions, periods and genres. By
specific common features, I do not mean features that are typical of letters as

such in any civilization e.g. the existence of an addressee) but features that are

typical of Arabic letters, while they are not necessarily found in other civiliza
tions.

The specific common features of Arabic letters are:

a) The obligatory initial Basmalah bi smi ll hi r ra m ni r ra mi).
b) The use of the epistolary perfect katabtu ilayka “I am writing you” and

similar expressions).

c) The use of prayers du pl. ad iyah) in favour of the addressee and

third persons mentioned in the letter. Even prayers syntactically referring to the

sender of the letter, such as u iltu fid ka “May I be made your ransom from
evil)”, are intended in favour of the addressee. However, prayers can be missing,
as, e.g. in the letters of the Egyptian governor Qurrah b. Šar¡k to the Christian
pagarch Basileos.

d) The existence of a common basic epistolary vocabulary comprising, e.g.,

words such as kit b “letter” and the expression of greetings by means of the

word sal m “peace”.

3.3 Different features

Differences can, ceteris paribus, exist between letters of the same genre from
different regions, or between different genres of letters in a given region at a

given time, or between letters of the same genre in a given region belonging to

different periods. In the following, some examples will be adduced.

3.3.1 Regional differences

From the reign of the Almohads till the fall of Granada, a special feature of
North African and Andalusi letters concerns the prayer following an initial ex
pression in the sense of “I am writing you”, i.e. katabtu ilayka, kit b ilayka
and similar expressions derived from the root ktb. In the Islamic West, such ex
pressions were continued in official letters and, less frequently, in private letters,

by a prayer in favour of the addressee built on the same root ktb but in the

slightly different meaning that God shall predestine something in favour of the

AS/EA LXII•3•2008, S. 843–883
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addressee. In DIEM, 2005: 550–613, I have adduced more than two hundred
items of this type, consisting of thirteen main types with additional subtypes.

With the exception of half a dozen examples, all items are found in letters from
North Africa and Granada. Thus, this root echo prayer can be considered some

thing typical of that region, as had already been stated by al Qalqašand died
821/1418) DIEM, 2005: 576f.).

As an example, consider the following passage in an original letter by the
Na"rid Ism l I reigned 713–725/[1314–1324]) from 721/[1321] to Jacob II of
Aragon, which I have chosen because of its simplicity; many examples are

longer and stylistically more refined. The example is given with my German
translation; in English, it would be much more difficult to find suitable rhymes.

amm ba du fa inn katabn hu ilaykum – kataba ll hu lakum min hid yatihi aw"a ah

/ wa min in yatihi l muršidati as adah wa an a ah – min #amr i $arn ata.

Aber danach: Wir schreiben Euch diesen Brief) – Gott schreibe und bestimme Euch, daß Er
Euch auf deutlichste Weise lenkt / und Euch Seine glücklichste und erfolgreichste recht

weisende Fürsorge schenkt – aus der Alhambra von Granada etc.4

AS/EA LXII•3•2008, S. 843–883

3.3.2 Differences between genres

In official letters of the seventh century and later from Egypt, the date is usually
given, mostly in complete form. In contrast to this, the date is usually missing
from Egyptian private and business letters written by Muslims. Only rarely do
we find in those letters an indication of the day of the week or the month. Also,
the way the date is indicated is different. In official letters, the date is given at

the end in the form of “Written + date” kutiba + date) or, especially in the sev

enth century, in the form of “Written by N.N. + date” kataba ful nun + date),
whereas in private and business letters we find the indication of the day or the
month at the beginning of the letter, e.g. “I am writing you – may God grant you
a long life – on Friday in health and well being etc.” katabtu ilayka – a la
ll hu baq aka – yawma l um ati f fiyatin wa sal matin).

However, as mentioned above, in Genizah letters the date is often indicated,
usually according to the Jewish calendar, which greatly enhances their value as a

historical source.

4 ALARCÓN 1940: no 13,3f. DIEM, 2005: 567 sub ktb no. 35.
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3.3.3 Chronological differences

Considering letters from Egypt, we see that many epistolary conventions
changed in the course of time, with a clear tendency to more stylistic refinement.

A good example is the introductory part of private letters following the

obligatory Basmalah. In the seventh and the beginning of the eighth centuries,

letters of any kind, after the Basmalah, usually begin with the formula “Peace

upon you! I praise unto thee God, besides Whom there is no other) God” sal

mun alayka fa inn a madu ilayka ll ha lla l il ha ill huwa), with cer
tain variants as well as omissions for non Muslim addressees.5 An example of
this kind is found in BECKER, 1906: no. 1 dated 91/[710], fig. 6.1a–b) which has

the short formula fa inn a madu ll ha lla l il ha ill huwa “I praise God

besides whom there is no other) God” due to the fact that it was sent to a Chris
tian addressee.

Then, from the eighth century onwards, private letters, after the Basmalah,
usually begin with a long prayer for the addressee. After that, the main text of the
letter sets in with a ktb expression in the sense of “I am writing you”, followed
by a short prayer in favour of the addressee. This type is represented by DIEM,
1991: no. 32 ninth century, fig. 6.2).

Again later, we find in letters to superior persons the so called taqb l, e.g.

“The slave kisses the ground in front of our lord and patron” or “The slave kisses

the exalted hand of our lord and patron” al maml ku yuqabbilu l ar"a am ma

sayyidin wa mawl n viz. al maml ku yuqabbilu l yada l liyata s sayd yata

l mawlaw yata). These formulae had originated in official letters and mirror the

proskynesis at the royal court. We also have expressions such as “The slave

serves our lord and patron” al maml ku ya dumu sayyidan wa mawl n and

similar expressions of humility that can be supposed to have primarily belonged

to official letters. A formula of this type occurs in DIEM, 1991: no. 48 twelfth
century, fig. 6.3): “Der Sklave ihrer höchst bedeutsamen hohen Exzellenz, des

Richters und Rechtsgelehrten Wa^ hadd n – Gott festige ihr Glück und unterwer
fe ihren Neider – tut ihr kund, daß der Überbringer dieses Schreibens etc.”

abdu l a"rati s s miyati l a all yati l q "aw yati l faq h yati l wa h yati
%abbata ll hu su dah wa kabata as dah yunh ilayh anna m &ilah

More individual formulations are also possible. Private letters composed by
Egyptian and Syrian stylists of the twelfth century and later often begin with
poetry alluding to the topic of the letter, mostly verses by al Mutanabb or other
poets of similar reputation, but also verses composed by the senders themselves.

5 See also below § 4.
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Other letters begin with general statements alluding to the topic of the letters. So,
e.g., a letter of recommendation may begin with the statement “To extend help to
others – may God grant our lord and patron long life – is a token of nobility” etc.

Another example of chronological diversity is the subsequent development
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of expressions meaning “letter” in Egypt and Syria.

In the seventh century and later, we find the simple kit b “letter”, but from
the end of the eighth century other expressions developed that belonged to a

more refined style ls letter sent, i.e. expression used by the sender for his own
letter; lr letter received, i.e. expression used by the sender for a letter received):

Arabic term Translation Used for Remark

kit b “letter” ls/lr basic designation

ruq ah “slip, scrap” ls/lr originally used for ls
i b “addressing” ls/lr often rhyming with kit b

h ihi l a ruf “these few letters” ls polite style

h ihi l as ur “these few lines” ls polite style
idma “service” ls subservient style
ub d ya “slavery” ls subservient style

mušarrifa “honouring one” lr subservient style
muk tabah “correspondence” ls/lr polite style in official letters

kit bah “correspondence” ls/lr polite style in official letters

Designations for special letters, e.g.

bušr etc. “tidings of joy” ls/lr polite style

tahni ah “congratulation” ls/lr polite style

etc.

Similar specific features can be found in letters from other regions. To conclude,

it can be stated with certainty that in terms of phraseology and style there is not

“the Arabic letter”, but an abundance of epistolary conventions varying accord

ing to region, time and genre.

4 Archaic features in letters ascribed to the Prophet Mu ammad

in literary tradition

As stated above, letters on parchment ascribed to the Prophet Mu ammad are not
authentic for palaeographic reasons.
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As to letters ascribed to the first caliphs, generals and other officials in lit
erary sources, we should mind what Albrecht Noth stated in his seminal study

about early Islamic historiography NOTH, 1973) on the grounds of plausibility:

Es kann nach alledem nicht mehr zweifelhaft sein, daß der Brief ein formales Element der

frühislamischen Überlieferung gewesen ist und ihm nicht der Charakter eines historischen

Dokuments zugesprochen werden kann p. 73f.).

On the other hand, Noth regards letters ascribed to the Prophet Mu ammad in
literary sources as authentic in principle p. 72), without, however, expounding
the reasons leading him to this conclusion.

While many Western scholars are sceptical about the trustworthiness of Is
lamic tradition, as far as details are concerned, others hold the opinion that there

is a kernel of truth to traditions about the Prophet Mu ammad, which, however,
it can be extremely difficult or even impossible to find out in a given case. Actu
ally, more than one letter ascribed to the prophet in literary sources must be con
sidered non authentic on historical or stylistic grounds, such as the prophet’s
alleged correspondence with the emperor of Ethiopia or letters written in rhymed
prose, a stylistic device that came into existence many centuries later.

However, apart from the question of historic authenticity of a given letter,
there is another aspect to the problem. Even if the historicity of letters ascribed to

the Prophet Mu ammad is questionable or uncertain, they might nevertheless

reflect epistolary conventions of early Islam and the decades before. In concrete

terms, if letters ascribed to Mu ammad have formulaic features not found in
original letters of the seventh century these deviant features may be supposed to

reflect archaic epistolary conventions which became obsolete soon after
Mu ammad’s death or possibly already in his lifetime and thus were not pre

served in original letters of the seventh century.
As examples, I chose introductory formulae. For each type and subtype, I

shall give the evidence of original letters and of the letters ascribed to the

Prophet Mu ammad and then draw conclusions.6

6 For the sources, see Bibliographies ad 2 and ad 4.
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4.1 Introductory formula sal mun alayka fa @inn @a madu ll ha lla_ l @il ha
@ill huwa including expanded and shortened variants
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4.1.1 Muslim addressee

4.1.1.1 Complete formula

Sal mun alayka fa inn a madu ilayka ll ha lla l il ha ill huwa:
Original letters from the seventh and eighth centuries: JAHN, 1937: no. 2–5, 9,

12; R&`IB, 1978–1980: no. 1–2, 4, 8–12; GROHMANN, 1963: no. 18, 43; DIEM,

1993: no. 9, 18, 33; DIEM, 1997: no. 23, 25, 49, 72–73, 75, etc. Letters ascribed
to the Prophet Mu ammad: \AM D ALL&H, 1956: no. 47, 59, 80, 99, 103, etc.
Variants: as sal mu alayka ayyuh l am ru wa ra matu ll hi fa inn
a madu ilayka ll ha lla l il ha ill huwa: Original letter from the early

eighth century: KRATCHKOVSKIJ, 1955 100/[718–719]). As sal mu alayka y

ras la ll hi wa ra matu ll hi wa barak tuhu fa inn a madu ilayka ll ha
lla l il ha ill huwa: Letters ascribed to the Prophet Mu ammad: \AM D
ALL&H, 1956.

4.1.1.2 Short formula without sal m

Fa inn a madu ilayka ll ha lla l il ha ill huwa: Original letters from
the seventh and eighth centuries: GROHMANN, 1963: no. 31–32 and perhaps

some other fragmentary letters, mostly official ones. Letters ascribed to the
Prophet Mu ammad: not attested.

4.1.2 Non Muslim addressee

4.1.2.1 Complete formula which, however, does not refer to the addressee

but to Muslims only

Sal mun al awliy i ll hi wa ahli atihi wa a madu7 ilayhimu ll ha
lla l il ha ill huwa: Original letter from the eighth century: HINDS/SAK

KOUT, 1981 141/[758]). Letters ascribed to the Prophet Mu ammad: not at

tested.

7 The reading wa a madu instead of the usual fa a madu is questionable.
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4.1.2.2 Short formula without ilayka

Sal mun alayka fa inn a madu ll ha lla l il ha ill huwa: Original letter
from the seventh or eighth centuries: DIEM, 1993: no. 4. Letters ascribed to the

Prophet Mu ammad: not attested.

4.1.2.3 Short formula without sal m and @ilayka

Fa inn a madu ll ha lla l il ha ill huwa: Original letters from the early

eighth century: Qurra letters passim 89–91/[707–709]). Letters ascribed to the

Prophet Mu ammad: not attested.

4.1.3 Conclusion

The formula does occur in letters ascribed to the Prophet Mu ammad but there

are fewer subtypes than in the original letters from the seventh and early eighth
centuries. Unless we suppose that it was in the first decades of the Islamic era,

which begins in the year 622 CE, that this formula came into being, which per se

is not plausible, we should assume that it continues an older tradition from the

beginnings of Islam and perhaps before. However, this conclusion would be true
even if we did not have letters ascribed to the prophet Mu ammad.

4.2 Introductory formula sal mun al mani ttaba a l hud etc.
various continuations) in letters to non Muslim addressees

Original letters: not attested as an introductory but as a final formula wa s

sal mu al mani ttaba a l hud in the Qurrah letters. Letters ascribed to the

Prophet Mu ammad and other persons: \AM D ALL&H, 1956: no. 22, 26, 37, 53,

56, etc. These letters belong to a special type of letter in which Mu ammad asks

the addressee(s) to convert to Islam.
Conclusion: Considering that this formula does not occur in original letters

of the seventh century as an introductory but only as a final formula, its being
used as an introductory formula in the letters ascribed to the Prophet Mu ammad

and other persons of his time might be considered authentic.

4.3 Introductory formula silmun anta antum), followed by fa inn a madu

ilayka ll ha lla l il ha ill huwa or other formulae

Original letters: not attested. Letters ascribed to the Prophet Mu ammad or other

persons:\AM D ALL&H, 1956: no. 21, 30, 60, 67, 107, 111, 347 caliph U m n)
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Conclusion: silmun is an invariable verbal noun used as an epithet meaning
“being at peace”. So, silmun anta antum) has essentially the same meaning as

sal mun alayka. As the specific formula silmun anta antum) is missing from
original letters from the seventh century, its occurrence in letters ascribed to the
Prophet Mu ammad cannot be due to later epistolary conventions. Nor is it plau
sible to assume that this formula was “invented” later as it occurs in different
letters and sources. Therefore, it is safe to assume that silmun anta antum) is
an authentic early Islamic introductory formula. Furthermore, considering that it
is, with the exception of one letter ascribed to U m n, the third caliph, not at

tested in literary tradition for persons after Mu ammad and not at all in original
letters, it may be concluded that even at Mu ammad’s time it was becoming
obsolete. From this it may be concluded that silmun anta antum) predates

Islam and was replaced by sal mun alayka at the beginnings of Islam for the
simple reason that sal mun al is a typical Qur@ nic expression.

These examples prove that the letters ascribed to the Prophet Mu ammad in
literary sources may contain archaic features which did not survive in Arabic
epistolography. The next question would be whether the letters where the formu
lae reflect authentic pre Islamic or early Islamic scribal conventions are also
more authentic in terms of contents.
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5 Script

As mentioned above, the language and style of Arabic letters gradually become

more refined in the course of time, especially in official letters and in private
letters of a non commercial nature.

The same is true of the script of letters. While in the seventh and eighth
centuries the script of letters usually is distinct and thus poses no major problems
for the decipherment of the texts, it tends to become more and more cursive in
the subsequent centuries. This tendency is clearly visible in the three letters in
figs. 6.1–6.3. While the script of the first letter dated 91/[709], fig. 6.1a–b) is
distinct, the script of the second letter ninth century, fig. 6.2) already exhibits a

certain amount of cursivity, especially in the prayers due to their formulaic char
acter. In the third letter twelfth century, fig. 6.3), the script is highly cursive
with even words often being connected by means of ligatures.

By cursivity, we understand a tendency of the writers to simplify letters, to
omit teeth, e.g. the teeth of the s n and the š n, to connect letters to the letters
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following them where in normal script this is not possible alif, d l/ l, r /z y,

w w) and to connect words. It may even be said that in Egypt and Syria the abil
ity to write letters and other documents) in cursive script was considered as

essential for an educated person as good style was.
This leads to the seemingly paradoxical situation that for the reading of

many late original letters, it is the cursive script rather than language and style
that poses problems. In marked contrast to this, letters secondarily handed down

in copial and literary transmission pose problems of style rather than of palaeog

raphy.
For the development of the Arabic script in pre Islamic inscriptions and

early Islamic documents papyri and inscriptions), Beatrice Gruendler’s excellent
study GRUENDLER, 1993) may be consulted. However, no survey of or investi
gation into later cursive forms exists so far.

6 Letters as a source for Islamic cultural, social and
political history

Finally, a look at Arabic letters as a source for Islamic cultural, social and politi
cal history may be useful.

The special value of original letters sent by and to persons of the middle
class lies in that they contain information on the language, mentality, and social
and economic situation of a broad section of the population which usually is
more or less neglected in literary sources. Seen in this light, the information to be
derived from original letters sent by members of the middle class is of paramount
importance for the understanding of many aspects of Arab pre modern everyday

life.
In general, with the exception of the Genizah letters written by Jews in

Arabic language and Hebrew script, Arabic letters, original and non original
ones, have not been taken account of to the extent they would have deserved. In
the following, I will mention some exceptions.

6.1 History of Arabic

A linguistic study largely based on letters is Simon Hopkin’s book on the gram
mar of Early Arabic HOPKINS, 1984).
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6.2 Semasiology and cultural history

In a book dedicated to the semasiological and cultural aspects of tašr f as a des

ignation of honorary robes, I have translated numerous passages from original
and non original letters, paying attention to both the stylistic and cultural aspects

of the texts DIEM, 2002).

6.3 History

A study of letters from a historical perspective is Christopher Bürgel’s well
known study on the correspondence of the B yid A$ud ad Dawlah BÜRGEL,

1965).

6.4. Social history

A major work on cultural and social history that heavily draws on Geniza letters
is Shelomo Dov Goitein’s seminal A Mediterranean Society in five volumes,
where he describes the Jewish communities of Egypt and other Islamic countries
on the basis of the Genizah documents GOITEIN, 1967–88). Nothing comparable
could be achieved with Arabic letters written by Muslims in Arabic script for
several reasons:

1) The number of original Arabic letters edited so far is considerably
smaller than that of the Genizah letters.

2) The corpus of Arabic letters lacks coherence, as with few exceptions, no
archives survived or can be reconstructed.

3) In many cases it is not known where the documents were found in
Egypt.

A book comparable to Goitein’s Mediterranean Society to some extent,
though much more limited in material and scope and primarily devoted to
commercial aspects, is Li GUO’s study, which is based on the Arabic documents

from Quseir GUO, 2004).

6.5 History of mentalities

In a book on Arabic funerary inscriptions, I have considered original letters of
condolence written by Jews as preserved in the Cairo Genizah on the one hand
and letters of condolence composed by Muslim stylists handed down in copial
and literary transmission DIEM, 2004b).
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6.6 Islamic law

Recently, Rüdiger Lohlker in his study of “Islamisches Völkerrecht” law of
nations, international law) in pre modern times took account of the correspon
dence between the Muslim Na"rids of Granada and North African rulers and the

Christian kings of Aragon LOHLKER, 2006). In a book on the theory and prac

tice of what is called salam (“Terminkauf”; purchase with advance payment),
that appeared in print in the same year, I have also considered the evidence of
original letters from Egypt DIEM, 2006b).
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of all documents.
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SOURDEL, Dominique
1973 “Deux documents relatifs à la communauté hanbalite de Damas.” In:

Bulletin d' Etudes Orientales 25: 142–151.
This article contains the edition of a letter from the thirteenth century with a photo
graph.

SOURDEL, Dominique / Janine SOURDEL THOMINE

1981 “Nouvelle lettre d’un docteur hanbalite de Damas à l’époque ayyou

bide.” In: Journal of Near Eastern Studies 40: 265–276.
This article contains the edition of a letter from the thirteenth century with a photo
gaph.

For Genizah letters written by Jews from Syria to Egypt that might fill the

chronological gap for Syria, see GIL, 1983, as in Bibliography ad 2.1.2.
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Ad 2.1.4 Iraq and the eastern regions

No original letters from Iraq have been published so far. As for Central Asia, an
official letter from the year 100/[718–719] has been published by Ignats Kratch
kovsky:

¢ £¤¥ ¦¤¨© ª« ¨© ¨ «¥ ¨£

1955 In: ® ¢ ««¯¨²
¦¥£¨«²«¨³ Vol. 1, Moscow 1955, str. 182–211.

For supplementary evidence provided by Genizah letters sent by Jews from
Syria to Egypt, see GIL, 1997, as in the Bibliography ad 2.1.2.

Ad 2.1.5 North Africa and al Andalus

ALARCÓN Y SANTÓN, Maximiliano A. / Ramó GARCÍA DE LINARES

1940 Los documentos árabes diplomáticos del Archivo de la Corona de

Aragón. Madrid.
Official letters from the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries sent by the Na rids of Granada,

North African rulers Mar‚nids and ‰ af ids) and Maml k rulers to the kings of Ara
gon, as well as other documents. This is the most comprehensive corpus of official
Arabic letters preserved. Apart from typographical errors that can easily be corrected,

the texts seem to be reliable. No photographs.

AMARI, Michele
1863 I diplomi arabi del R. Archivio fiorentino. Florence.

Official letters dating from the twelfth to sixteenth centuries that were sent by North
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African rulers mainly Almohads) as well as Egyptian rulers Ayy bids and Maml ks)
to the Republic of Pisa and, rarely, vice versa. The collection also contains some

commercial letters sent from North Africa to Pisa. No photographs. There are only few
misreadings that can easily be corrected.

HOENERBACH, Wilhelm
1965 Spanisch arabische Urkunden aus der Zeit der Na riden und Moris

cos. Bonner Orientalistische Studien, vol. 15). Bonn.
The volume also contains two private letters from the sixteenth century with photo

graphs.

A few other private letters, all from the late period of al Andalus, have been

published by Spanish scholars. Supplementary evidence is contained in Genizah

letters written by Jews from North Africa and al Andalus to Egypt or Jews hai
ling form there.

Ad 2.2 Letters preserved in copial or literary tradition

Only collections of letters and similar specific writings are cited below. Nume
rous other letters are found in books of adab and historiographic works. Letters
composed by Arab stylists cover the whole of the Islamic lands, from Central
Asia to Morocco and al Andalus. * outstanding stylist of his time.

ˆABD AL ‰AM†D B. YA‰Y
1988 Ras; il Abd al _am^d b. Ya-y; al k;tib wa m; tabaqq; min

ras; ilihi wa ras; ili S;lim Ab^ l Al; Ed. I‹s„n ˆAbb„s. Beirut.

*AB L ˆAL AL MAˆARR†

1982 Ras; il ˆAbb„s) Ras; il Ab^ l Al; al Ma arr^ al uz al
awwal. Ed. I‹s„n ˆAbb„s. Beirut/Cairo.

1894 Ras; il ˆA ‚yah) Ras; il Ab^ l Al; al Ma arr^ Edd. „h‚n
ˆA ‚yah / A‹mad ˆAbb„s al Azhar‚ Beirut.

1976 Ras; il al‚fah) Ras; il Ab^ l Al; al Ma arr^ Ed. ˆAbd al Kar‚m
al‚ fah. Vol. 1–3. Amman.

1966 Ras; il al f) A w; al; r ras; il al mutab;dalah bayna d; ^ d
du ;h al f; im^ Hibat All;h a` {^r;z^ wa Ab ^ l Al; al Ma arr^ Ed.

ˆAl‚ Mu‹ammad al f. Damascus.

1898 Ras; il Margoliouth) The Letters of Abu ’l Al; of Ma arrat al
Nu m;n. Edited from the Leyden Manuscript with the Life of the

Author by al Dhahabi, and with Translation, Notes, Indices, and Biog
raphy. Ed. David Samuel Margoliouth. Oxford.
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1989 Ras; il al Q„ ‚ It-;f al fu al; bi ras; il Ab^ l Al; Ed. Mu
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‹ammad ˆAbd al ‰al‚m al Q„ ‚ Cairo.
AB ‰AYY N AT TAW‰†D†

1985 Ras; il Ras; il Ab^ _ayy;n at Taw-^d^ mu addarah bi dir;sah an

-ay;tih wa ; ;rih wa adabih. Ed. Ibr„h‚m al Kayl„n‚ Damascus.

AB HIL L AL ˆASKAR †

1994 Ma ;n^ Ab Hil„l al ˆAskar‚: D^w;n al ma ;n^ Vol. 1–2. Ed.
A‹mad ‰asan Bas Beirut.

AB L ‰USAYN A BI

1983 }urar Ab l ‰usayn Hil„l b. al Mu‹assin a „bi : }urar al
bal; ah. Vol. 1–2. Ed. Asˆad uby„n. Beirut.

*AB IS‰ Q A BI

1898 Mu t;r al Mu t;r min Ras; il Ab^ Is-;q Ibr;h^m b. Hil;l b.

Zahr n a ;bi Vol. 1. Ed. ak‚b Arsl„n. Bˆabda 1898 / 2Beirut n.d.

AB ZAYD AL F Z Z†

1991 ;r ;r Ab^ Zayd al F;z;z^ al Andalus^ Nu adab^yah min
al qarn al hi r^ as s;bi ama ah; ba u tal;m^ ih f^ -ay;tih. Ed.

ˆAbd al ‰am‚d ˆAbd All„h al Har„mah. Beirut.
*A‰MAD B. Y SUF

1997 Ras; il ˆAl‚ Ibr„h‚m Ab Zayd: A-mad b. Y suf al k;tib al waz^r.
Dir;sah usl b ^yah f^ ; ;rihi n na r^yah. at Ta-m^d;t – ad d^w;n^y; t
– at tawq^ ; t – ar ras; il. Cairo.

AL ˆAŒŒ R

1250/[1834] In`; Ab ˆAl‚ ‰asan b. Mu‹ammad al ˆA „r: al In`; B l„q.

AL BISŒ M †

1299/[1881] Tarassul ˆAbd ar Ra‹m„n al Bis „m‚: Kit;b Man;hi at tawassul

f^ mab;hi at tarassul. Constantinople.
DANDA

1988 Dawr al Mur;bi ^n ˆI mat ˆAbd al La ‚f DandaŠ: Dawr al Mur;bi ^n
f^ na`r al isl;m f^ arb Ifr^qiy; 430–515 h – 1038–1121 m ma na`r
wa ta-q^q ras; il Ab^ Bakr Ibn al Arab^ as Silsilah al „miˆ‚yah).
Beirut.

FIKR†

1966 In`; ˆAl‚ Fikr‚: In`; al muk;tab;t al Fikr^yah wa l mur;sal; t al
arab^yah. Cairo.

‰AMM DAH
41985 Wa ; iq al a r al abb;s^ al awwal Mu‹ammad M„hir ‰am

m„dah: al Wa ; iq as siy;s^yah al ; idah li l a r al abb;s^ al
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awwal. Dir;sah wa nu Silsilat Wa „ iq al Isl„m, vol. 2). Beirut.
21983 Wa ; iq al a r al maml k^ Mu‹ammad M„hir ‰amm„dah: al

Wa ; iq as siy;s^yah wa l id;r^yah li l a r al maml k^ 656–922 h –

1258–1516 m. Dir;sah wa nu Silsilat Wa „ iq al Isl„m, vol. 1).
Beirut.

21986 al Wa ; iq f^ l Andalus wa `im;l^ Ifr^ qiyah al Wa ; iq as

siy;s^yah wa l id;r^yah f^ l Andalus wa `im;l^ Ifr^qiyah 64–897 h –
683–1492 m. Dir;sah wa nu Silsilat Wa „ iq al Isl„m, vol. 7).
Beirut.

31986 Wa ; iq al -ur b a al^b^ yah Wa ; iq al -ur b a al^b^yah wa l
azw al mu l^ li l ;lam al isl;m^ Silsilat Wa „ iq al Isl„m, vol.

5). Beirut.
21985 Wa ; iq al uh d al f; im^yah wa l at;bak^yah wa l ayy b^yah al

Wa ; iq as siy;s^yah wa l id;r^yah li l uh d al f; im^yah wa l
at;bak^yah wa l ayy b^yah. Dir;sah wa nu Silsilat Wa „ iq al

Isl„m, vol. 4). Beirut.
31985 Wa ; iq al u r al abb;s^yah al Wa ; iq as siy;s^yah wa l

id;r^yah al ; idah li l u r al abb;s^yah al mutat;bi ah 347–656
h / 861–1258 m. Dir;sah wa nu Silsilat Wa „ iq al Isl„m, vol. 3).
Beirut.

AL ’Y †

1963 }unyat al k;tib and Rus m ar ras; il ‰asan b. ˆAbdi’l mu min el
H y‚: Gunyetu’l k;tib ve munyetu’ ; lib. Rus mu’r res; il ve

nuc mu’l fa ; il. Ed. Adnan Sadik Erzi. Üniversitesi lâhiyat
Fakültesi Yayinlari, vol. 40. Selçukîler Devrine âid in a eserleri, vol.
Ia). Ankara.

*AL ‰UMAYD†

1985 Tash^l al ‰umayd‚ Ab ˆAbd All„h Mu‹ammad b. Fut ‹ b. ˆAbd
All„h: Tash^l as sab^l il; ta allum at tars^l. Publications of the Insti
tute for the History of Arabic Islamic Science. Series C. Facsimile Edi
tions, vol. 8). Frankfurt am Main.

*AL UW RIZM†

[1879] 1970) Ras; il Ras; il Ab^ Bakr al uw;rizm^ Beirut. Reprint of the

edition Constantinople 1297/[1879]).

*IBN AB† L I L

1987 Ras; il Ras; il Ibn Ab^ l i ; l. Ed. Mu‹ammad Ri w„n ad D„yah
Damascus.
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*IBN AL A †R

1959–62 Ma al iy„ ad D‚n Ibn al A ‚r: al Ma al as s; ir f^ adab al k;tib
wa ` `; ir. Vol. 1–4. Edd. A‹mad al ‰ f‚ / Badaw‚ abb„ta. Cairo.

1959 Ras; il al Maqdis‚ Ras; il Ibn al A ^r. Tun`aru li awwali mar
ratin an ma atin tar i u il; l qarni s s;bi i l hi r^yi. Ed. An‚s al
Maqdis‚ Beirut.

n.d. Ras; il al Qays‚ /N„ ‚ [I] Ras; il Ibn al A ^r iy; ad D^n
Mu-ammad b. Mu-ammad b. Abd All;h al Kar^m al azar^ 558 h –
637 h. Tun`aru li awwali marrah. Edd. N r‚ ‰amm d‚ al Qays‚ /
Hil„l N„ ‚ ManŠ r„t „miˆat al Maw il. Nadwat Abn„ al A ‚r).
Mossul.

1982 Ras; il N„ ‚ II D^w;n ras; il iy; ad D^n Ibn al A ^r. al uz

a ;n^ Ed. Hil„l N„ ‚ ManŠ r„t „miˆat al Maw il. Kull‚yat al
d„b. Nadwat Abn„ al A ‚r). Mossul.

IBN FA L ALL H AL ˆUMAR†

1988/2002 Mas;lik Fa l All„h al ˆUmar‚: Mas;lik al ab ;r f^ mam;lik al
am ;r. as Sifr a ;n^ a`ar. Publications of the Institute for the His

tory of Arabic Islamic Science. Series C. Facsimile Editions, vol. 46,
12). Frankfurt am Main / Ed. Ibr„h‚m „li‹ Ab aby.

1988 Mas;lik Mas;lik al ab ;r f^ mam;lik al am ;r. as Sifr a ;li
a`ar. Publications of the Institute for the History of Arabic Islamic

Science. Series C. Facsimile Editions, vol. 46, 13). Frankfurt am Main.
*IBN AL AŒ†B

1319/1973–77 I-; ah al I-; ah f^ a b;r }arn; ah. Vol. 1–2. Cairo 1319.
Ed. Mu‹ammad ˆAbd All„h ˆIn„n. Vol. 1–4. 2Cairo 1973–1977.

1912–15/1980–81 Ray-;nah GR) / ˆIn„n) Gaspar Remiro: “Correspondencia

diplomática entre Granada y Fez Siglo XIV).” [Partial edition of Ibn
al a ‚bs Ray-;nat al kutt;b.] In: Revista del Centro de Estudios
Históricos de Granada y su Reino II 3 1912) – V 4 1915) / l
wiz„ratayn Lis„n ad D‚n al a ‚b: Ray-;nat al kutt;b wa tu-fat al
munt;b. Vol. 1–2. Ed. Mu‹ammad ˆAbd All„h ˆIn„n. Cairo.

*IBN ‰I AH

2005 Qahwah IBN ‰I AH. Kit;b Qahwat al in`; Ed. R. Vesely. Bib
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liotheca Islamica, vol. 36). Berlin.
IBN AL MUˆTAZZ

1946 Ras; il Ras; il Ibn al Mu tazz f^ n naqd wa l adab wa l i tim;
Ed. Mu‹ammad ˆAbd al Munˆim af„ ‚ Cairo.
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IBN N IR AL AY
1987 Ta q^f aŠ ay Taq‚y ad D‚n ˆAbd ar Ra‹m„n b. Mu‹ibb ad D‚n

Mu‹ammad at Tam‚m‚ al ‰alab‚ aŠ Šah‚r bi bn N„ ir al ayŠ: Kit;b

Ta q^f at ta r^f bi l mu ala- a` `ar^f. Ed. Rudolf Vesely. Cairo.

*IBN NUB TAH

1972 Ma la am„l ad D‚n Ibn Nub„tah al Mi r‚: Ma la al faw; id wa
ma ma al far; id. Ed. ˆUmar M s„ B„Š„ Damascus.

ms. Mu awwaq Sa al mu awwaq. Ms. Berlin 8645.

ms. Ta l^q Ta l^q ad d^w;n li sanat al; wa arba ^n wa sab i mi ah li
` `ay al im;m al ; lim al all;mah am;l ad D^n Mu-ammad b.

Nub; tah al Mi r^ ra- imahu ll;hu ta ;l; ra-matan w;si atan. at
Taw;q ^ al kutub al ad iyah a ud r. Ms. Berlin 8640.

IBN AR†FAH

1966 Ab l Mu arrif Mu‹ammad b. ar‚fah: Ab l Mu arrif A-mad b.

Am^rah al Ma z m^ _ay;tuhu wa ; ;ruhu. Rabat.

*IBN WU MG †R

1341/[1922] Kam;l al bal; ah ams al Maˆ„l ‚ Q„b s b. WuŠmg ‚r: Kam;l al
bal; ah ta l^f Abd ar Ra-m;n b. Al^ al Yazd;d^ Cairo.

KURD ˆAL†

1913 Ras; il al bula ; Mu‹ammad Kurd ˆAl‚: Ras; il al bula ; Cairo.
LÉVI PROVENÇAL

1941 Documents inédits Évariste Lévi Provençal: Trente sept lettres offi
cielles almohades. Rabat.

MAKK†

1959 60/2004 “Wa „ iq ˆan ˆa r al Mur„bi ‚n” Ma‹m d ˆAl‚ Makk‚: “Wa „ iq
t„r‚ ‚yah ad‚dah ˆan ˆa r al Mur„bi ‚n.” In: Revista del Instituto de

Estudios Islámicos en Madrid 7–8: 109–198 / Cairo 2004.
MU NIS

1955 Nu siy;s^yah ‰usayn Mu nis: “Nu siy„s‚yah ˆan fatrat al

intiq„l min al Mur„bi ‚n il„ l Muwa‹‹id‚n ay min 520/1126 il„
540/1145.” In: Revista del Instituto Egipcio de Estudios Islámicos en

Madrid 3: 97–140.

AN NA‰‰ S

1990 in; at al kutt;b Ab aˆfar A‹mad an Na‹‹„s: in; at al kutt;b.
Ed. Badr A‹mad ayf. Beirut.

AN NAYFAR

1298/[1880] Durr ˆAl ‚ an Nayfar at T nis‚: Kit;b ad Durr al man m f^

kayf^yat katb ar rus m. Tunis.
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N.N.
1954 as Si ill;t al Mustan ir^yah as Si ill;t al Mustan ir^yah. Si ill;tun

wa tawq^ ; tun wa kutubun li mawl;n; l im;mi l Mustan iri bi ll;hi
am^ri l mu min^na – alaw; tu ll;hi alayhi – il; du ;ti l Yamani wa
ayrihim – qaddasa ll;hu arw;-a am^ i l mu min^na. Ed. ˆAbd al

Munˆim M„ id. Cairo.
1989 Ras; il andalus^yah Ras; il andalus^yah. Ed. Fawz‚ Saˆd ˆ†s„
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Alexandria.
1994 Ras; il andalus^yah ad^dah Ras; il andalus^yah ad^dah a r

al Mur;bi ^n). Ed. ‰ay„h Q„rah. afŠ„win.
n.d. Ras; il wa maq;m;t andalus^yah Ras; il wa maq;m;t andalu

s^yah.Ed. Fawz‚ Saˆd ˆ†s„ Alexandria.
*AL Q † AL F IL
1980 Ras; il Nabar„w‚ Fat-^ yah an Nabar;w^ : In`; al Q; ^ al F; il.

Dir;sah wa ta-q^q wa ta l^q. Cairo.
1984 Ras; il Na aŠ Mu‹ammad Na aŠ: Ras; il an al -arb wa s sal;m

min tarassul al Q; ^ al F; il i tiy;r Muwaffaq ad D^n Ibn ad D^b; ^

Cairo.
AL QALQA AND†

1913–18/1987 ub- A‹mad b. ˆAl‚ al QalqaŠ and‚ : ub- al a `; f^ in; at al

in`; Vol. 1–14. Cairo / Vol. 1–14. Ed. Y suf ˆAl‚ Beirut.
*A AFAD†

ms. Al-;n al„‹ ad D‚n al‚l b. Aybak a afad‚: Al-;n as saw; i
bayn al b;di wa l mur; i Parts 1–4. Ms. Berlin 8631.
a afad‚’s private correspondence, part of it in the form of poems, the rest in rhymed
prose.

AFWAT

21971 amharat ras; il al arab A‹mad Zak‚ afwat: amharat ras; il
al arab f^ u r al arab^yah az z;hirah. Vol. 1–4. Cairo.

*A ‰IB B. ˆABB D

1982 Fu l a „‹ib b. ˆAbb„d: al Fu l al adab^yah. Ed. Mu‹ammad

‰asan l Y„s‚n. Damascus.

1946 Ras; il Ras; il a ;-ib b. Abb;d. Edd. ˆAbd al Wahh„b ˆAzz„m /
awq‚ ayf. [Cairo 1946].

SAˆ†D B. ‰UMAYD

1971 Ras; il Y nus A‹mad as S„marr„ ‚: Ras; il Sa ^ d b. _umayd wa
a` ;ruhu. Bagdad.
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A ANTAR†N†

1979 a ^rah Ab l ‰asan ˆAl‚ b. Bass„m aŠ antar‚n‚: a a ^rah f^

ma-;sin ahl al az^rah. Vol. 1–4. Ed. I‹s„n ˆAbb„s. Beirut.
Important source containing the bibliographical data as well as letters and poems of
stylists and poets of al Andalus and North Africa.

A AYY L
21965 Ma m at al wa ; iq al f; im^yah am„l ad D‚n aŠ ayy„l: al

Wa ; iq at t;r^ ^yah li Mi r al isl;m^yah. Vol. 1. Ma m at al
wa ; iq al f; im^yah. Cairo.

A †R Z †

ms. Ras; il Kit;bun f^hi ras; ilu l waz^ri Ab^ l Q;simi Abdi l Az ^zi `
{^r;z^yi l k;tibi – ra-imahu ll;hu. Ms. Berlin 8625.

A L†

1936 A` ;r awl;d al ulaf; Ab Bakr Mu‹ammad b. Ya‹y„ a l‚:
A` ;r awl;d al ulaf; wa a b;ruhum. Ed. J. Heyworth Dunne.

Cairo.

*AL WAŒ W Œ

1315 Ras; il Ma m at ras; il Ra`^d ad D^n al Wa w; 1–2. Ed. Mu
‹ammad Effend‚ Fahm‚ Cairo.

Ad 3 Epistolary language, phraseology and style

DIEM, Werner
2002 Ehrendes Kleid und ehrendes Wort. Studien zu taŠr‚f in maml kischer

und vormaml kischer Zeit. Abhandlungen für die Kunde des Morgen
landes, vol. 54, 2). Würzburg.
Quotation and translation of numerous passages from letters, most of them composed

by renowned stylists and handed down in literary transmission. Arabic rhymed prose is
translated in rhymed form. A chapter is devoted to the stylistic devices pp. 135–218),
and there is a list of the secundae comparationis of comparisons and metaphors pp.

251–261).

2004a “katabtu ilayka „Ich schreibe Dir“ und Verwandtes. Ein Beitrag zur
Phraseologie des arabischen Briefes unter besonderer Berücksichti
gung des Briefperfekts.” In: Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgen
ländischen Gesellschaft 154 2004): 285–345.
Investigation into the so called epistolary perfect in Arabic letters, based on evidence

from original letters and letters transmitted in copial or literary transmission, with the
evidence of other Semitic languages also being discussed.
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2005 Wurzelrepetition und Wunschsatz. Untersuchungen zur Stilgeschichte
des arabischen Dokuments des 7. bis 20. Jahrhunderts. Wiesbaden.
Analysis of the stylistic aspects and structures of numerous passages from letters, es

pecially letters written by stylists, with special regard to regional peculiarities. Arabic
rhymed prose is translated in rhymed form. For lists of metonymies and of secundae

comparationis, see p. 850 and pp. 851–855 respectively.

2006a “b;si und b;si ah als Bezeichnungen der Hand im maml kenzeit
lichen Arabisch” In: Loquentes linguis. Studi linguistici e orientali in
onore di / Linguistic and Oriental Studies in Honour of / Lingvistikaj
kaj orientaj studoj honore al Fabrizio A. Pennacchietti. Edd. Pier
Giorgio Borbone / Alessandro Mengozzi / Mauro Tosco. Wiesbaden:
241–253.

DIEM, Werner / Hans Peter RADENBERG

1995 A Dictionary of the Arabic Material of S. D. Goitein’s A Mediterra
nean Society.
The bulk of Goitein’s quotations in his Mediterranean Society come from Genizah let
ters written in Arabic. Thus, this dictionary can also be helpful for the language and

style of letters.

GOLDZIHER, Ignaz
1908 “Mélanges Judéo Arabes. XXX. Formules dans les lettres de

Gueniza.” In: Revue des Études Juives 55: 54–57.
Some observations on and additions to Worman’s article; for this, see below.

KROPP, Manfred
2003 “‘Ein klein wenig weisst Du ja schon, mein Herr, ..!’ Der Beschwer

debrief eines äthiopischen Mönches an Ras Mikael Sehul als Beispiel
äthiopischer Briefkunst und deren Verwendung in der Histori
ographie.” In: Bote und Brief. Sprachliche Systeme der Information
sübermittlung im Spannungsfeld von Mündlichkeit und Schriftlichkeit.
Ed. Andreas Wagner. Nordostafrikanische/Westasiatische Studien,
vol. 4). Frankfurt am Main: 125–146.

JAHN, Karl
1937 “Vom frühislamischen Briefwesen.” In: Archiv Orientální 9: 153–200.

This study contains a survey of the structures and formulae of Arabic letters from the

seventh to ninth centuries pp. 153–173).

WORMAN, Ernest James

1907 “Forms of address in Genizah letters.” In: The Jewish Quarterly Re

view 19: 721–743.
On addresses in Aramaic, Arabic or a mixed language in the Genizah letters.
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Ad 4 Archaic features in letters ascribed to the Prophet Mu-ammad

in literary tradition

‰AM†D ALL H, Mu‹ammad
21956 Ma m at al wa ; iq as siy;s^yah li l ahd an nabaw^ wa l il;fah

ar r;`idah. Cairo.
Collection of letters ascribed to the Prophet Mu‹ammad and the first caliphs in literary
sources as well as letters on parchment allegedly sent by the Prophet Mu‹ammad.

NOTH, Albrecht
1973 Quellenkritische Studien zu Themen, Formen und Tendenzen frühisla

mischer Geschichtsüberlieferung. Vol. 1: Themen und Formen. Bonn.
For the non authenticity of letters ascribed to the first caliphs and emirs of that period

in literary sources, see pp. 71–80.

Ad 5 Script

GROHMANN, Adolf
1971 Arabische Paläographie. II. Teil. Das Schriftwesen. Die Lapidar

schrift. Graz/Wien/Köln.
Though Grohmann’s important study mainly deals with inscriptions, it can sometimes

also be helpful for texts on papyrus and paper.

1963 Arabic Papyri from irbet el Mird see Bibliography ad 2.1.3).
The volume contains a detailed palaeographical analysis of the documents found in

irbet el Mird with drawings pp. XIII–XLI).

GRUENDLER, Beatrice
1993 The Development of the Arabic Scripts from the Nabatean Era to the

First Islamic Century According to Dated Texts. Harvard Semitic
Studies, vol. 43). Atlanta.
An excellent study with drawings of all forms of letters as attested in pre Islamic and

early Islamic inscriptions and papyri.

KHAN, Geoffrey
1992 Arabic Papyri. Selected Material from the Khalili Collection. Studies

in the Khalili Collection, vol. 1). Oxford.
In the chapter “Script” pp. 27–46, photographs from early papyri are given for each

letter, and the development of the script is discussed.

Ad 6 Letters as a source for Islamic cultural, social and political history

BÜRGEL, Christoph
1965 Die Hofkorrespondenz A ud ad Dawlas und ihr Verhältnis zu an

deren historischen Quellen der frühen B yiden. Wiesbaden.
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DIEM, Werner
2002 Ehrendes Kleid und ehrendes Wort, see Bibliography ad 3.

Quotation, translation and analysis of numerous passages from letters in the context of
a discussion of robes of honour and the semasiology of the term ta`r^f which, besides

the better known term il a, designated robes of honour and other things such as

swords that were given together with them by rulers and emirs.

2004b The Living and the Dead in Islam. Studies in Arabic Epitaphs. Vol. 1:
Epitaphs as Texts. Wiesbaden.
For letters of condolence, see Vol. 3: Indices. Wiesbaden 2004, pp. 119f. sub Letters of
condolence. For letters of congratulation, see p. 120 sub Letters of congratulation.

2006b Arabischer Terminkauf. Ein Beitrag zur Rechts und Wirtschafts
geschichte Ägyptens im 8. bis 14. Jahrhundert. Wiesbaden.
The evidence of original letters from Egypt is taken account of.

GOITEIN, Shelomo Dov
1967–88 A Mediterranean Society. The Jewish Communities of the Arab World

as Portrayed in the Documents of the Cairo Geniza. Vol. 1–5. Ber
keley/Los Angeles/London.
A major work on cultural and social history that heavily draws on original letters writ
ten by Jews in Arabic language but Hebrew script.

GUO, Li
2004 Commerce, Culture, and Community in a Read Sea Port in the Thir

teenth Century. The Arabic Documents from Quseir. Boston.
The study, which is based on original letters, is to some extent comparable to Goitein’s
Mediterranean Society see preceding item) but much more limited in material and

scope apart from its primarily being devoted to commercial aspects only.

HOPKINS, Simon
1984 Studies in the Grammar of Early Arabic Based upon Papyri Datable to

before 300 A. H. / 912 A. D. Oxford.
An important linguistic study mainly based on original letters.

LOHLKER, Rüdiger
2006 Islamisches Völkerrecht. Studien am Beispiel Granada. Bremen.

The book, inter alia, is based on an investigation into original letters sent by the

Na rids of Granada and North African rulers to the Christian kings of Aragon.
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Fig. 6.1a–b: Official letter upper and lower half) of the Egyptian governor Qurra b. ar‚k to
Basileios, pagarch of the province Aphrodito IŠqawh). Dated 91/[710]. BECKER, 1906: no. 1.
Photograph by courtesy of the Institut für Papyrologie der Ruprecht Karls Universität Heidelberg,

inv. Arab. 1–2).
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Fig. 6.2: Letter about a financial transaction. 9th century. DIEM, 1991: no. 32 Photograph by
courtesy of the Institut für Papyrologie der Ruprecht Karls Universität Heidelberg, inv. Arab.
120).
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Fig. 6.3: Letter of recommendation. 12th century. DIEM, 1991: no. 48 Photograph by courtesy of
the Institut für Papyrologie der Ruprecht Karls Universität Heidelberg, inv. Arab. 470).
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